
 

                                                                          

Chianti Weekend  with Tesla Model S and Roadster

6-8 November 2015

a partnership with Tesla Club Italy – TeslaItalia.it

Enjoy the Tuscan Chianti with your Tesla discovering the Paluffo ecolodge, the cozy medieval
villages, the typical Tuscan food and wines and the truffle hunting (with truffle taste)!

The first italian meeting of Tesla Model S and Roadster for international owners will be held in
November in Tuscany in the Chianti hills surrounding the medieval village of Certaldo. Three
days will be dedicated to the discovery of the sweet Chianti landscape with its cozy medieval
villages; the participants  will have the opportunity to taste local natural wines and the freshly

pressed EVO oil.  A memorable "white truffle hunting" with truffle taste on tagliolini will close the
event.

The vehicles, thanks to the network's Super Charger, will come from Italy and north Europe ,
their riders will be engaged in non-competitive driving tests; special awards will be for the

vehicle that comes from further away and who has reached the best speed / consumption rate
to get the Paluffo.

The meeting will be hosted in "Paluffo", a small but prestigious eco lodge awarded by Trip
Advisor with the "Green Leader Platinum" and one of the first European Destination Charging

where Tesla owner guests can recharge for free.



Program

Friday 6 November

from 12.00 Arrival 

20.00 Our selection of organic wine and tuscan food taste with Liana and 
Luca... and juice for our vehicles

Saturday  7 November

8.00- 10.00 breakfast 

10.30 let's discover the beauty of the Chianti road, hamlet and landscape

13.30 Parade and parking in the medieval hamlet of Certaldo Alto, lunch

15.00 Ability test for cars and drivers

20.00 Gala dinner and Award Ceremony

Sunday 8 November

10.00 truffle hunting

12.30 lunch with egg pasta tagliolini and fresh truffle

15.00 Farewell

 Price per person in double room  295 euro

in double for single person 280 euro

extra night (only breakfast included) 55 euro

What is included: destination charge, breakfast,  lunch of 8 and 9 November and dinner of 7 and
8 November, internet WiFi.

Location il Paluffo Ecolodge Certaldo (Firenze) Italia

www.paluffo.com

Limited number of partecipants Il Paluffo has 13 double bedrooms and the event is 
reserved to our guests.

Booking and informations

info@paluffo.com or + 39 335 5395273
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